
1. So, you’re hosting an event and want to make sure all the A-list leads are in attendance. How do you 
assemble a list of perfect matches? 

Event Invitation Quiz: Do you deserve an “I DO”? 

Directions: Select the best answer and see if your leads will swipe right.

2. Your list is officially assembled but unrefined. How do we take things to the next level?

A. Purchase random email addresses from a data company.

B. Hit your CRM tool and LinkedIn to assemble a nurtured list of leads. 

C. Who needs a list? Post a public invite to the company website. That doesn’t seem desperate….

D. All of the above

A. It never hurts to cast a wide net. Leave it! The more the merrier! 

B. Segment by lead location and job title so that you can tailor the invite copy and match locations. 

C. Get additional opinions. Have key internal sales leaders and team influencers take a quick look at the list to remove 

any potential duds. 

D. B and C

3. What’s your pick-up line? Time to choose your subject line. How do you create a subject line that will ignite sparks?

A. Maximize the amount of detail so recipients know without opening the email if they are interested in attending.

B. Keep it short, but drop a few evocative hints. Never put too much on the table at once. 

C. If possible, pull the name of the contact into the subject line. Make them feel special.

D. B and C

4. You want to expand your network and let your invitees bring a plus one. You should…

A. Request invitees bring along a coworker or industry friend. Everyone likes backup. Confidence in numbers. 

B. Make the invite transferable so they can send to their network. 

C. Don’t say anything. Let the invitees decide for themselves. 

D. Add a sentence prohibiting plus ones. It’s harder to develop a deep connection when impressing two unfamiliar 

faces. 

5. Invitation courtship is a fine line of sharing enough information, but not TOO much information. Your 
invitation should….

A. Include the date, time, and location. 

B. Emphasize the value of your event. What’s in it for them? 

C. Provide insight into the event timeline and include a photo of the space, activity, or product. 

D. All of the above



6. Commitment is hard, but the right words make all the difference. Which CTAs would lead to the highest 
response rate? 

7. Oh, the dreaded follow up! It’s your last chance to ignite sparks and get a chance to wine and dine 
the lead. Which technique do you go with to maximize results?

A. “Secure your spot now”

B. “RSVP”

C. “Click Here”

D. A call to action isn’t necessary

A. Send a mass reminder email to any unanswered invites a week before the event.

B. Don’t worry about sending a follow up. You don’t want to appear needy. 

C. Send personalized emails to promising invite opens three-four weeks before the event and then follow up with a call.

D. Call unresponsive leads the day before the event. 

Answers
1. B – You can’t buy love! While list-buying may seem easy and effective, organically sourcing leads helps ensure that they are 
qualified and interested. It’s important –as in any relationship– that trust is built through effort and communication. If the lead 
sees your invitation without brand awareness you may come off spammy. Similarly, posting a public invite can damage your 
CAC because of unqualified attendees. The most effective process for building an invitee list is to harness the contacts in your 
company and personal networks.

2. D –  When cultivating relationships, credibility is key! Come off like you did your homework and that you have a vested 
interest in the lead. Auditing a long invitee list takes time, but it will pay off in the end when leads feel loved and, even better, 
show up to the event.

3. D –  Subject lines that stir an emotion, whether good or bad, typically perform better. Make sure potential leads feel a spark 
when they receive the invite by making it personal (if possible) and energizing. Increase interest through teasers and tips: 
“best ways to ___” or “you’re missing out on ___’’.

4. A –  Registered plus ones are an extremely effective way to increase attendance, and can become equally as valuable as 
the original lead. Not only do they increase confidence for the original contact, but they can potentially fill your pipeline as an 

additional qualified lead. Win-win!  Transferable invites can come off insincere, so keep it semi-exclusive. 

5. D –  First impressions are made when opening an invitation, so it’s important to pack a punch. Ensure copy is effective by 
taking time to write down the questions you would have when opening an invite. If you leave out crucial information or include 
too much information the lead will lose interest. Lead with the value prop and then support the headline with the vital details. 

6. A –  Strong and impactful CTAs provoke a substantial increase in RSVPs. Not only do CTAs generate a sense of exclusivity 
and urgency, they create a level of commitment. Once a lead physically clicks “yes,” they are more likely to attend day-of. 

7. C –   Utilize a personalized approach when following up with unresponsive invitees. The lead will have an increased sense 
of importance and positive feelings toward your brand. A personalized email and then 1:1 call is the best way get a “yes” from a 

reluctant prospect.  

Want to leverage your new invitation knowledge? Luckily, every event you plan with Kapow comes with a 
robust invitation platform. Contact your account manager or chat us on Kapow.com to learn more!   

https://www.kapow.com/k/contact-us-kapow/
https://www.kapow.com/

